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Abstract

In this research manuscript, the author has detailed a Scheme of detecting the Component of ‘Universal Truth Of Recursive Kind’ to an Existing Native Degree.

Theory

One should note that All Positive Aspects, i.e., All Good Aspects are ‘Invariant’ when Observed from a Basis Of Prime Metric of Certain Order Space and/ or Observed from a Basis of Reverse Direction Prime Metric of {whatever Order Space Sequence Of Primes Elements Map Out Using the Concept of Author’s “Theory Of ‘Complementable Bounds’ And ‘Universe(s) In Parallel’ Of Any Sequence Of Primes Of Rth Order Space”} Higher Order Space. From this Concept, One can Note the Goodness Integrity of Any Aspect such as Life Entity Quantum Signatures, Authorship Integrity of Claimant’s Claim on Any Work Consciousness Information of concern.

New Content of Version II

One can note that if One Rigs the System by Specially Reverse Engineering the Work Consciousness Information of concern by Expressing it in the ‘Basis’ of ‘Vocabulary of Invariant Good Aspect Words’, one can Note that Positive Justified Belief and/ or Belief {see author’s research manuscript on ‘Gold-Star Recursion Scheme Quantization’} is a Concept Greater Than Truth, therefore, one can also Conduct the aforementioned Invariance Test in the ‘Basis’ of Vocabulary of Invariant Good Aspect Words Slated in the Basis of Positive Justified Belief and/ or Belief, such that now we can Test The Non-Reverse
Engineered Integrity for the Statement "The following ‘Work Consciousness Information’ \( \text{_______} \) is Slated in the ‘Basis’ of ‘Vocabulary of Invariant Good Aspect Words’" by performing the Invariance Test of the Same.

* 

a. We express the Work Consciousness Information of concern in the ‘Basis’ of Vocabulary of Invariant Good Aspect Words.

b. We express the Work Consciousness Information of concern in the ‘Basis’ of Vocabulary of Invariant Good Aspect Words Slated in the Basis of Positive Justified Belief and/or Belief.

Refresher on Author’s ‘Gold-Star Recursion Scheme Quantization’

One can Note from Author’s ‘Living A Happy Life {Version 4}’ and ‘Musical Life {Version 2}’ that Extreme {of Very High Frequency and Intensity (Magnitude of Integrity of Belief)} Levels of Positive Justified Benign Belief Brings To Realization Any Positive Justified Benign Believed Aspect Of Concern Quite Easily. However, again it is a very Common Question as to as to How One Can Exercise Belief. This can be achieved very simply by using the author’s Schema {see author’s Treatise on ‘Gold-Star Recursion Scheme Quantization’} wherein we First Express All Our High Frequency Actions (inclusive of the Daily Life Activities) and All Our High Intensity (Magnitude of Integrity of Belief)} Actions in the ‘Basis’ of ‘Positive Justified Benign Belief’ and Performing All Our Thusly Transformed (because of the Change of Basis) High Frequency Actions (inclusive of the Daily Life Activities) and All Our Thusly Transformed (because of the Change of Basis) High Intensity (Magnitude of Integrity of Belief)} Actions that are Equivalent to All Our High Frequency Actions (inclusive of the Daily Life Activities) and are also Equivalent to All Our High Intensity (Magnitude of Integrity of Belief)} Actions as Observed in the ‘Positive Justified Benign Belief Basis’. Doing so, Practically Validates The Exercising of Frequency And Intensity of our Belief and by Slating the necessary Mathematical Basis of Hyper-Primality Of Belief Realization Mathematical Analysis, one can Engineer the Frequency, Intensity and even the Culture of aforementioned Actions (inclusive of Daily Life
Activities) to Successful Realization of One’s ‘Positive Justified Benign Belief’. If the Belief is of Malignant and Negative Type, then its Realization will Proportionately Depend on the Lack of Redundancy in the Primality of the Same, with respect to the Character of the Universe, i.e., of Increasing The Beauty, i.e., Symmetry of the Universe.

The cases of Rigging of any Truth Detecting System to Eclipse the Truth of the Work Consciousness Information of concern will result in making the Work Consciousness Information of concern

1. Drastically loose it’s (the Primality of the Work Consciousness Information)’s Precision of ‘Pi’ Value and/ or its Higher Order Equivalent Value.
2. Redundancy Creeps into the Work Consciousness Information of concern which can be Noted using Author’s ‘Removing And/ Or Minimizing The Redundancies In The Primality Of Any Aspect Of Concern {Version II}’.

Conclusion
Furthermore, one can note that any Supposed True Work Consciousness Information {with respect to the Father of the same} of concern, that is under Claim should be able to also work as Truth Segments, {see author’s Comprehensive Treatises on ‘Truth Deriving Machine’} i.e., should have Enough Quantizing Ability to Quantize Any Control Statement, {The Truth Index of which we know to a Desired Precision of ‘Pi’ Value and/or its Higher Order Equivalent Value} to a Level of the Aforementioned Desired Degree.

Moral
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